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The assumptive world is the only world 

we know, and it includes everything we 

know or think we know.  It includes our 

interpretation of the past and our 

expectations of the future, our plans 

and our prejudices.

Colin Murray Parkes (1971)
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How We Are Impacted As A Society

• Pervasive social isolation, loneliness, anomie 
• Staggering unemployment 
• Erosion of financial security 
• Upsurge in domestic violence 
• Burgeoning sales of guns, alcohol 
• Rising suicide rates 
• Exacerbation of disposition to GAD, phobias, 

depression, PTSD, attachment disorders
https://www.portlandinstitute.org/when-grief-goes-viral

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the training presentation When Grief Goes Viral with Dr. Robert Neimeyer of the Portland Institute of Loss & TransitionSociety is made up of humans, so let's not depersonalize these challenges – someone close to you – or yourself – is likely challenged by these. 
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How We Are Impacted As Individuals

• “I felt dizzy, lightheaded, or faint, when I read or listened to news 
about the coronavirus.”

• “I had trouble falling or staying asleep because I was thinking 
about the coronavirus.”

• “I felt paralyzed or froze when I thought about or was exposed to 
information about the coronavirus.” 

• “I lost interest in eating when I thought about or was exposed to 
information about the coronavirus.”

Coronavirus Anxiety Symptoms
Sherman Lee (2020)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Add to the experience of grief the impact of the pandemic, and you have a perfect storm for physiologic distress.  From my post pandemic reflection on "Complementary Therapies: Intimacy In Hospice Care" in Intimacy and Sexuality During Illness & Loss  (Doka and Tucci, 2020):“Coravirus anxiety is something that can impact any one of us, caregivers and patients alike. It presents a lot like generalized anxiety disorder and tends to manifest as physiological complaints that include dizziness, insomnia, feeling paralyzed, nausea, and an aversion to eating (Lee, 2020). Not surprisingly, complementary therapies can help ease the symptoms associated with coronavirus anxiety. I have always viewed self-care for the caregiver as an ethical responsibility that should be supported by institutions and individuals. Now it is even more important that we practice what we preach.Have an arsenal of coping skills to address on-the-spot frustrations, schedule time for frequent and regular self-care routines, and make time between each client to energetically reset - even by taking a few breaths - so you can be fully present to yourself and your patient. Pandemic or not, practitioner presence is and will always be the single most important therapeutic element no matter what complementary intervention is being offered. As professionals and volunteers face extra challenges both on and off the job, self-assessment and self-care are vital. Just as you would not turn your back on your patient's wellbeing, do not turn your back on your own. “
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Grief is the loss of anything 

that we hold dear.

Jack Jordan (conveyed from Phyllis Kominsky)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is grief? Grief is the uncontrollable and natural reaction to the death of someone to whom you feel connected or attached. You can also grieve for people you do not know personally. A favorite author, movie star, humanitarian, or musician dies. The thousands of people who have lost their lives in the global pandemic. We also grieve for our assumptive world. Grief – The natural, uncontrolled reaction to lossMourning – The expression of that lossBereavement – The fact of loss, regardless of feelingsGrief is not something we need to – or even should – compare. The hardest loss to bear is your loss. Disenfranchised grief (Doka) – When grief is not openly acknowledged or supported by others because of social, developmental, or other factors.Anticipatory grief (Lindeman) – The reactions to an anticipated loss, including the losses experienced along the way (loss of role, cognition, functional, behavioral, etc.)Bereavement Overload (Kastenbaum) – Multiple losses in rapid succession. Unable to accommodate the loss before the next occurs. Often misdiagnosed as depression
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Symptoms & Challenges of Grief

• Physical sensations
• Emotions
• Behaviors
• Social
• Cognitions 
• Existential/Spiritual/Religious

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is grief? Grief is the uncontrollable and natural reaction to the death of someone to whom you feel connected or attached. You can also grieve for people you do not know personally. A favorite author, movie star, humanitarian, or musician dies. The thousands of people who have lost their lives in the global pandemic. What are the ways that grief is impacting you?
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Four Tasks of Mourning

1. To Process The Pain of Grief
2. To Adjust to a World Without The Deceased
3. To Adjust to a World Without The Deceased
4. To Find An Enduring Connection With the 

Deceased In The Midst of Embarking On A 
New Life

Worden (2008)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why is there such a wide range of behaviors in people who are grieving? Worden’s Mediators of Mourning show the many factors that impact reactions to loss.Mediator 1: Kinship: Who died? Mediator 2: The Nature of the AttachmentMediator 3: How The Person DiedProximitySuddennessViolence/Traumatic DeathMultiple LossesPreventable DeathsAmbiguous DeathsStigmatized DeathsMediator 4: Historical AntecedentsMediator 5: Personality VariablesAge and GenderCoping StyleAttachment StyleCognitive StyleEgo Strength: Self-esteem and Self-EfficacyAssumptive World: Values & BeliefsMediator 6: Social VariablesMediator 7: Concurrent Losses & Stresses
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Prolonged Grief Disorder

• Grief symptoms intensify chronically over time rather then abating. 
• Increasingly debilitating.
• Griever is incapacitated by grief and daily function is impaired on a long-term basis. 
• Disbelief regarding the reality of the death lingers.
• Imagining the deceased person is alive.
• Painful yearning for deceased.
• Intrusive images of the deceased.
• Desperate loneliness, anger, bitterness, death wish.
• Griever spends the majority of their time contemplating the death, longing for reunion, 

and is unable to adjust to life without the individual.
• The loss is not integrated. Shear (2015)

Slide Summary from Dr. Jill Harrington
For more information www.complicatedgrief.columbia.edu

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intensity gets worse over time and impairs functionThe hallmark symptoms of acute grief a year or more post lossNormal grief you see the client learning how to live with the grief
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Developmental
Perspectives

Ages 3 to 5: 
Death is a physical relocation, and 
the deceased exists somewhere else.
Ages 5 to 9: 
Death is often personified, and can 
be avoided.
Ages 9 to 10: 
Death is universal, inevitable, and 
irreversible.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Do not try to pretend the death didn’t occur. Use questions. Let them tell you what they think and then fill in the blanks as appropriate.Be honest without being overwhelming. Ask them how they would like to memorialize their special person or pet. Consider age-appropriate volunteer opportunities in honor of the special person.Encourage creative expression.Let them connect with other bereaved children (grief camps are great!)�Understand that children may oscillate quickly between grief and play.Stick to routines while allowing for some flexibility.The Dougy Center https://www.dougy.org/
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Survival Skills For Grief

From Awaken Online Grief Support
MeditationForGrief.com
Heather Stang, 2021
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Posttraumatic Growth

Increased sense of personal strength

Awareness of new possibilities

Improved compassion 

Appreciation for life in general

Spiritual change or growth

(Calhoun & Tedeschi)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I know this is really hard, and I am so sorry  you are having to deal with the pain of loss. And I want to leave you with a message of hope. None of this is to say that grief is a gift. I can’t say that because the gift for me would be that my uncle and step-father and all the people and animals that have died were still around. But I want you to know that you can do more than survive this. You can go on to live a full and meaningful life. There is a right timing to this message, and if you are not ready to hear it, that is OK. I can tell you there was a time when I knew this stuff intellectually, and yet I raged against it. Posttraumatic growth (Calhoun & Tedeschi)Increased sense of personal strengthAwareness of new possibilitiesImproved compassion Appreciation for life in generalSpiritual change or growthSet your intention for mindfully tending to your grief.
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I feel the suffering of millions. And 

yet, when I look up at the sky, I 

somehow feel that everything will 

change for the better, that 

this cruelty too shall end, that peace 

and tranquility will return once more.

- Anne Frank

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I often find turning to the words of people who have endured great suffering to be a lamp in the darkness. One of those people is Anne Frank. Isolated. Afraid for her life. Sad for the world. And yet she still had hope. May we all find that guiding light to get us through this, too.



Slides & Downloads: 
http://bit.ly/trtgrief

Presenter
Presentation Notes
End of planned presentation. Slides that follow can be addressed if time allows.
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